SOFTWARE

100 CHANNEL DATA LOGGING SOFTWARE

BW-LOG100

With up to 100 channels using BroadWeigh wireless shackles or wind speed sensors - view, log and browse data on demand with visual and audible alarms

FEATURES

• View and log up to 100 channels at once
• Defined algorithms and maths function
• Web server allows remote viewing on tablets, iPads and smartphones
• Import graphics (picture/drawing/schematic) to display data readings
• Logging at timed intervals, manual or on overload/underload
• Ability to customise software to match corporate colour scheme
• Data in CSV format
• Visual and audible alarms indicators (over and under load)

The BroadWeigh logging & viewing software has been designed to allow the visualisation and data logging of up to 100 channels of data from the BroadWeigh wireless system.

The software can log on demand, at pre-set intervals, on entering and leaving a pre-set overload and during an overload. Visual displays and audible alarms can indicate under and over range as well as loss in communications.

The mapping function allows the construction of graphically rich custom views of your data (import a wide range of graphics/images and customise the labelling).

The software also incorporates a built in web server to provide a summary view page to other computers, tablets, iPads and smartphones using a standard browser.